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This article critically assesses the works of Paul Monroe, Isaac L. Kandel, and the Inter-
national Institute at the Teachers College, Columbia University, in the early twentieth
century. Drawing on Edward Said’s notion of contrapuntal reading, it presents a different
account of their legacies that foregrounds the colonial and imperial realities of the time as
constitutively significant to the early formation of the field and the comparative education
knowledge generated during this period. In doing so, the article unsettles the comforting
ways in which the founding histories of the field have been narrated by the historians. By
illuminating their deep colonial/imperial entanglements during the early formative pe-
riod, this article invites readers to reflect on how the particular historical and geopolitical
context within which we operate sets limits on what knowledge we produce, and today,
when the relationship between our scholarship and international development agencies
are closer than ever.
Contrapuntal Reading of the Foundational Histories

Robert Cowen (2000) once made the following statement about the his-
tories of comparative education: “The histories of the field are comforting.
They confirm a collective identity, they give us something to gossip about, and
we can always ask our students (or colleagues) to read them when they ask
tiresome questions, such as what is comparative education?” (334). A quick
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TAKAYAMA
glance at the relatively recent books in the field suggests the trend that Cowen
identified nearly two decades ago has not changed much. They start with
Marc-Antoine Jullien as the founding father, followed by familiar names from
the global North—Michael Sadler, Isaac Kandel, Nicholas Hans, Friedrich
Schneider, EdmundKing, BrianHolmes,WilliamBrickman,GeorgeBereday,
Harold Noah, and Max Eckstein (e.g., Mundy et al. 2008; Phillips and Schweis-
furth 2008; Epstein 2016a). These accounts trace the intellectual contribu-
tions that each of the “pioneers” (all white males) made to the field and how
their scholarship carried forward themethodological and theoretical debates.
They are organized around individual intellectual brilliance and collective
progress around which we can comfortably wrap our identities to feel secure
about who we are and what we stand for.

My intent in this article is to unsettle this sense of comfort with which
we continue to talk about where the field has come from. Leaving aside their
highly Eurocentric and masculinist nature, conspicuously missing in much
of the existing founding narratives is the discussion of comparative and in-
ternational education’s (CIE) entanglements with colonialism.1 In his recent
exploration of how Marc-Antoine Jullien’s scholarship was deeply shaped by
the prevailing logic of colonialism of the time, Noah Sobe (2017) states “if we
are to persist in talking about Julien and his Plan . . . we do a great injustice
if we ignore the linkages between the study of comparative education and
European colonialist global expansion” (333). The exploration of the linkages
suggested here requires us to unlearn the foundational histories of the field,
that is, to use the neglected and less comforting narratives to reconstruct the
field’s past. These subjugated histories are important as they allow us to reflect
deeply on the intellectual legacies that we inherit and how they continue to
inform what we think and do as comparativists today.

To that aim, I return to the early foundational days of CIE as a field. In
particular, I look at Teachers College (TC), ColumbiaUniversity, inNew York.
Recognized as “a pioneer in the field” (Bu 1997, 413) or “the birthplace for
the formal academic study of comparative education” (Steiner-Khamsi 2016,
219), TC was instrumental for the early twentieth-century formation of the
field.2 Affiliated with many internationally renowned progressive education
thinkers at the time (e.g., John Dewey), TC emerged as the center of educa-
tional innovation in the first few decades of the twentieth century, attracting
state officials, educators, and scholars around the globe.3 TC’s rise in fame
corresponded to the economic and political ascendance of the United States
1 The Comparative and International Education Society was established in 1968 when comparative
and international education were joined together. In my discussion, however, I use the term CIE to discuss
the state of scholarship prior to 1968. This is deliberate to suggest that international education has always
been part of comparative education scholarship in the United States from the onset (see also Steiner-
Khamsi [2016, 219] for a similar point).

2 See Hall (1955); Bereday (1960); Bu (1997); Null (2007).
3 Cremin et al. (1954); Goodenow and Cowen (1986); Fleisch (1995); Bu (1997).
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BEYOND COMFORTING HISTORIES
as the new global power after World War I. The source of modern technol-
ogies and educational innovation shifted fromold Europe to theUnited States
with numerous American institutions spreading scientific “solutions” to social
and education problems (e.g., professionalization of teachers and scientific
measurement of intelligence) around the world. TC was one of the most in-
fluential US institutions in the area of education.

The 1920s and 1930s were the formative period of CIE at TC with the
1923 establishment of the International Institute with a gift of $1million from
John D. Rockefeller Jr. (Bu 1997; Berends and Trakas 2016). The Interna-
tional Institute enabled TC comparativists to undertake extensive interna-
tional consultancy for educational development, with its Educational Yearbook
creating “a worldwide impact on comparative and international education”
(Bu 1997, 431). The Institute, successfully generating interest in foreign ed-
ucation, “paved theway for comparative education as a discipline inUS schools
of education and new directions for American educator’s work” (Berends and
Trakas 2016, 96). As George Bereday (1960) explains, by the end of the 1930s
Isaac L. Kandel, Paul Monroe, William F. Russell, and George S. Counts, all
associated with the International Institute, “became household words in com-
parative education” (15). To put it in the words of CIE historian Liping Bu
(1997), “the Institute developed comparative education as an academic dis-
cipline and produced many first-generation comparative educators in North
American universities” (427).

Indeed, Monroe and Kandel were central to the early twentieth-century
development of CIE, and the International Institute played an indispens-
able role for their scholarship and career advancement (see Hall 1955; Bereday
1960; Null 2007). Described as one of the “pioneers” of TC (Cremin et al.
1954), Monroe, together with James Russell,4 the TC dean at the time, was
instrumental in the establishment of the International Institute; they secured
the Rockefeller support for the International Institute, and Monroe served
as its founding director. The 1923 establishment of the Institute was a crit-
ical turning point for Kandel, who until then was struggling to secure a pro-
fessorship at TC (Null 2007). Kandel’s editorship for the Institute’s Educa-
tional Yearbook from 1924 to 1944 helped him “spread his name throughout
the world” (Null 2007, 144) and “become a star in the fields of comparative
education and educational philosophy” (202). Subsequently, Kandel’s book
Studies in Comparative Education (1933) “sets the stage in Europe and North
America for the field’s scholarly development in the years and decades that
followed” (Epstein 2016b, 199; see also Brickman 1951). Monroe worked at
the TC from 1897 to 1938 and Kandel from 1923 to 1946; the International In-
stitute existed from 1923 to the end of the year 1937–38. Monroe was the pri-
4 After retirement from TC in 1954, Russell assumed a senior position at the International Cooper-
ation Administration, which later merged into the US Agency for International Development (USAID; see
Steiner-Khamsi 2016, 219).
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TAKAYAMA
marymentor for Kandel (Null 2007, 123), and Kandel himself mentoredmany
first generational comparative educators who subsequently established com-
parative education programs across North America. WilliamW. Brickman, the
first president of the Comparative Education Society (which became Com-
parative and International Education Society in 1968), was one of such
comparativists mentored by Kandel (Bu 1997, 430–31).

The following discussion of the founding histories of CIE at TC draws its
methodological inspirations from Edward Said’s (1993) notion of “contra-
puntal reading” (66). In his exploration of the intricate relationship between
Western canonical literature and imperial expansion, Said develops an explic-
itly anticolonial reading of Western literary texts that exposes what is unsaid,
the voices and perspectives of those who resisted Western imperialism. Prem-
ised upon the view that “imperial concerns” are “constitutively significant
to the culture of the modern West” (66), his contrapuntal reading provides
an alternative interpretation of the Western literary “classics” informed by the
broader understanding of imperialism and the perspectives of those who were
subject to its violence. To put it in his words, contrapuntal reading “take(s)
account of both processes, that of imperialism and that of resistance to it,
which can be done by extending our reading of the texts to include what was
once forcibly excluded” (Said 1993, 66–67).

I am applying this methodological approach to bring to the fore the co-
lonial and imperial realities of the early twentieth century in the discussion
of CIE’s founding histories. In doing so, I attempt to redefine such realities
not as an obscure background for great scholarly accomplishments at TC
but as a crucial context that is constitutively significant to the early formation
of the field and the comparative education knowledge generated during this
period. More specifically, this study examines two sources of “data”: (1) the
scholarly writings produced by Monroe and Kandel and other TC compara-
tivists affiliated with the International Institute in the 1920s and the 1930s and
(2) the existing historical accounts of the early foundational period of the
field at TC. Contrapuntal reading of these texts will be performed through
situating them within the broader geopolitical context of the time character-
ized by US imperial expansionism and the ideology of racial hierarchy that
underpinned it.

Unlike some of the existing historical studies of the field,5 my discussion
is not informed by an analysis of the unpublished materials (e.g., personal
letters and unpublished manuscripts) archived in select research institutes
and libraries in the United States. Indeed, all of the original materials that I
used for my analysis are available in published forms (e.g., Kandel 1924, 1932,
1933, 1936; Monroe 1925, 1927) without requiring me to travel to different
US-based archives. This methodological choice helps highlight two observa-
tions that are central to my overall argument: (1) the relative accessibility of
5 See Cremin et al. (1954); Goodenow and Cowen (1986); Bu (1997); Null (2007).
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BEYOND COMFORTING HISTORIES
the materials illuminating the deep colonial entanglement of CIE and yet
(2) the conspicuous dearth of any substantive reference to its colonial past in
the existing histories of thefield. There are existing studies, though extremely
limited in number, that explore the colonial/imperial past of the early pe-
riod of the field (see Goodenow and Cowen 1986; Fleisch 1995). Unfortu-
nately, these important studies, published more than two decades ago, have
been completely overlooked by those who write the histories of the field (see,
e.g., Mundy et al. 2008; Phillips and Schweisfurth 2008; Epstein 2016a). Con-
solidating new insights drawn from the original and secondary materials into
those generated by the preceding studies, this study aims to place the colo-
nial/imperial past of the field at the heart of collective consciousness of those
who call themselves comparativists. It is important to note, however, that the
history of CIE is as much racist as sexist and classist. This article engages with
the field’s foundational histories as related to racism, colonialism, and im-
perialism, and I hope future scholarship will address the lack of investigations
of its sexist and classist foundations.

Comforting Stories

Many historians of the field have studied the early twentieth century
foundational histories of CIE with a particular focus on TC. By and large they
stress the critical roles that TC’s International Institute played in the early
development of the field. They portray the Institute as promoting the foun-
dational values of CIE, international cooperation, liberal humanism, and re-
spect for cultural diversity. In his biography of Isaac L. Kandel, Wesley J. Null
(2007), for instance, interprets Rockefeller and Monroe’s motivation to es-
tablish the Institute as a genuine reflection on the disastrous consequences
of World War I, explaining that it echoed many concerned citizens’ desire to
“establish ameans by which to create better cooperation among nations” (124).
Likewise, Bu (1997) explains that during the interwar years, American edu-
cational institutions were keen to export American democratic education
abroad “to promote world democracy and international understanding” and
“the Institute spearheaded such international activism via direct faculty par-
ticipation in the reform of foreign educational systems and the professional
training of foreign students and educational leaders” (413; see also Berends
and Trakas 2016, 95). Others have likewise praised the Institute for its effort
to make available research about education around the world while provid-
ing support for the increasing number of international students at TC at the
time (Cremin et al. 1954; Hall 1955; Null 2007; Berends and Trakas 2016). By
1923, TC hosted 265 international students from 42 countries (Cremin et al.
1954, 77), and the number rose to 457 by 1926–27 (79).6 Hence, “their ad-
6 Null (2007) provides a slightly different figure. According to Null, during 1921–22 alone, TC hosted
350 students from around the world. They came from 44 countries and nations, including Armenia, Cuba,
Greece, Japan, Puerto Rico, Siberia, and Syria (125).
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TAKAYAMA
visement, care, and general welfare had become a considerable problem,
and the need of special provision for them had become ever more pressing”
(Cremin et al. 1954, 77). The establishment of the International Institute, in
these authors views, embodied what was “deep in the traditions of Teachers
College,” “internationalism” and “international good will” (Cremin et al. 1954,
77; see also Null 2007, 124–25).

Similarly, Paul Monroe has been described as the champion of liberal
humanism, respect for cultural diversity, and international cooperation. In
his characterization ofMonroe’s effort to establish the International Institute,
Bu (1997) quotes him and explains that it was “a means of spreading and inter-
preting democracy, and of developing international understanding and fos-
tering international good will” (Monroe, quoted in Bu 1997, 417). Similarly,
Null (2007) explains Monroe’s motivation to establish the International In-
stitute as “to help international students succeed in their academic work”
(125), and this was particularly important given that many international stu-
dents were struggling to adjust to their new life in New York. Chinese scholars
acknowledge Monroe’s pivotal role in the modernization of Chinese educa-
tion in the 1920s and 1930s and his contribution to China-US international
exchanges (Zhou and Chen 2007). They ask “as a foreign educator, why could
Monroe come toChina 14 times inmore than 30 years and then exert such far-
reaching influences on the development of Chinesemodern education? It can
be attributed not only to his good relationship with the Chinese cultural and
educational circles but also to his special feelings, empathy, for China” (35).
The same liberal humanisticmotif has underscored the existing scholarship of
Kandel’s legacy.7 He is celebrated as a scholar who “saw each nation as one
which uniquely forged its own way” as opposed to “viewing one nation’s edu-
cation system as superior to another’s” (Pollack 1991). In the words of
Brickman (1951): “Besides giving Americans an insight into the educational
philosophies and administrations of foreign nations, Dr. Kandel also acted as
an interpreter of American education to educators in Europe, Latin America,
Asia, Australia, and Africa. . . . It is scarcely an exaggeration to characterize
Kandel as an international teacher of teachers” (398; see Blake [1982], Ka-
zamias [2009], and Epstein [2016b] for extensive reviews of Kandel’s liberal
humanist legacy).

Imperial and Colonial Stories

Glossed over in the comforting histories narrated above is any analysis of
the particular historical and geopolitical contexts at the turn of the twentieth
century within which Monroe, Kandel and the International Institute were
embedded. As argued by Coloma (2013) and Stratton (2016), the formation
7 See, e.g., Brickman (1951); Blake (1982); Pollack (1991); Epstein and Carroll (2005); Null
(2007); Kazamias (2009); Epstein (2016b).
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BEYOND COMFORTING HISTORIES
of the United States had been an imperialist project from its foundation.
Once its conquest of indigenous lands through “westward expansion” was com-
plete in the latter part of the nineteenth century, the United States joined the
race for overseas colonial acquisition and exploitation and within 40 years
had acquired Alaska, Hawaii, Cuba, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines. In the
new colonial possessions ofHawaii, PuertoRico, and thePhilippines, theUnited
States presented itself as a different kind of rulers, distinct from the oppres-
sive old rulers of Europe, and the institutionalization of universal, basic ed-
ucation in its newly acquired colonies was central to the promotion of this be-
nevolent self-image (Coloma 2013). The notion of US imperial benevolence
was closely tied to the almost religious faith in the democratic mission of
America at the time. The free, universal education was at the heart of Amer-
ican democracy, and exportation of the education system was unquestioned
as an absolute good (Go 2005; Coloma 2013).

While the establishment of universal education in the US colonial posses-
sions did result in improved sanitary conditions and literacy rates, this mod-
ernizing and democratic potential of universal education is only one side
of the coin. On the other side existed the simultaneous processes of impe-
rial control and colonial subjugation. As Coloma (2013) argues, US impe-
rialism deployed the free provision of universal education as “a technology
of attraction and persuasion by the soft power of empire” (463). It is part of
the technologies that instill in the colonized colonial mentality: “They be-
come attracted to these metropolitan ways of being, consequently adopting
and internalizing them. When the colonized become attracted to metropol-
itan ways, they become more easily persuaded to pursue and accept policies,
programs, and outcomes that the colonial rulers want” (643). Indeed, the
universal education in Puerto Rico, the Philippines, and Hawaii served the
economic as well as geopolitical interests of the US empire; the curricular
focus on manual labor and industrial education prepared the colonized na-
tives for low-waged labor demanded both in theUSmainland, as well as in the
colonial context (Goodenow and Cowen 1986; Go 2005; Stratton 2016). The
existing historiographies of thefield hence turn blind eyes to the ambivalence
of modern education (see Komagome 2008): colonial subjugation, control,
and violence were the interconnected underside of the civilizing mission of
enlightenment pursued through modern education.
International Institute and Monroe

TC’s International Institute was founded in 1923 with the financial sup-
port of John D. Rockefeller Jr., “one of the wealthiest men in the world”
at that time (Null 2007, 124). This was the time that US industrialists, like
Rockefeller and Carnegie, began using their unprecedented corporate wealth
to shape the nature of knowledge used to address social and educational issues
within and beyond the United States. In particular, these industrial philan-
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TAKAYAMA
thropists mobilized financial support to universities and research institutions
to promote their agenda through so-called scientific philanthropy (Arnove
1980). The Rockefeller-funded establishment of the International Institute
was part of this emerging politics of scientific knowledge in the early twentieth
century. Furthermore, according to Fleisch (1995), the International Institute
was also “an expression of the United States foreign policy and elitist approach
to policy making” (19). The leaders of the International Institute, including
Paul Monroe andWilliam Russell, closely aligned its purposes to the language
of American foreign policy of the 1920s: “They believed that ‘free markets’
and ‘free trade,’ be it in the economic or intellectual spheres, were an effective
means of promoting American interests in the world at large. With the world-
wide upheavals that followed in the wake of World War I, the ‘free’ trade of
ideas and the exposure of foreign countries to American education theory
and practice would benefit the cause of international ‘good will,’ ‘intercom-
munication,’ and ‘world peace,’which in turn would serve American economic
interests” (Fleisch 1995, 19). In the aftermath ofWorldWar I, theUnited States
was emerging as the new global power, competing with the old imperial powers
of Europe to secure loyalty of people in the purportedly “underdeveloped”
parts of the world. It was out of this geopolitical context that “the building
of new educational systems and responsible elites and citizens attuned to
Western values and interests” became central concerns of US foreign policy
(Goodenow andCowen 1986, 284). To accomplish this aim, the International
Institute provided generous scholarships, funded by the Rockefeller Foun-
dation, to international students not strictly on “‘merits and needs’ but on the
potential influence of the students on their home governments and educa-
tional systems” (Bu 1997, 422).

Indeed, the International Institute played a critical role in the interna-
tional dissemination of American educational methods and ideas around the
world. Those who were affiliated with the International Institute undertook
74major foreignmissions in the 15 years of the Institute’s existence (1923–38)
“for the purpose of research, survey, or consulting service to foreign educa-
tional organizations” (Hall 1955, 257). The countries and regions surveyed
by the Institute included the Philippines, China, Mexico, Puerto Rico, Cuba,
Chile, Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Southeast andWest
African countries, and Middle Eastern countries (Bu 1997, 426). Monroe was
on 32 major foreign missions assisting education reform in different parts of
the world, while Kandel was on 11 foreign missions.

Underpinning the work of the Institute’s international development work
was the prevailing ideology of racial hierarchy. Indeed, education for “re-
tarded” and “backward” peoples was the central concern for the Institute’s
leadership (Goodenow and Cowen 1986). In one of the early reports of the
Institute, the founding director, Monroe, discussed his personal motivation
for international development work: “He (Monroe) participated during the
466 November 2018
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BEYOND COMFORTING HISTORIES
war in the work of the committee on research of the State Department, pre-
paring for the Paris Peace Conference materials relating to educational con-
ditions in many lands, particularly those apt to be placed under mandates.
Due to these studies the writer has long been interested in the development of
retarded cultures of backward peoples through the instrument of education,
and perhaps has given more attention to the subject than any other student”
(Monroe, quoted in Goodenow and Cowen [1986], 277). Monroe saw mod-
ern education as the primary means through which this racial “uplifting”
project can be pursued through the dissemination of superior, modern cul-
ture. As Monroe argued elsewhere, “education is themeans by which peoples
of retarded culture may be brought rapidly to the common level” (1927, 4).
This view derives from the Eurocentric understanding of the history of the
human race. That is, because modernity originated from and diffused from
Europe, thewhite racehasmanifest destiny, the burdenof uplifting theworld’s
backward population to the advanced standard of living (Go 2005).

However, Monroe (1927) did not consider the whole of “the rest of the
world” to be homogeneously backward or retarded. Instead, he saw the world
to be in three distinct stages of development. In the first stage, “primitive cul-
tures,” “people are still living in tribal form, under generic rather than po-
litical institutions” (181). They are Africans, the non-Christian peoples of the
Philippines and of the East Indies, and other racialized populations for whom
“political organization is now almost universally provided through colonial
control” (181). Education appropriate for the needs of such peoples is the
“one associated not so much with books and linguistics as with the simple
practical processes of the life which they must lead” (182). Monroe extolled
theHampton-Tuskegeemodel, which will be detailed shortly, as themodel of
education for the peoples who remain at the first stage of development.

In the second stage, people are in a transitional stage of political organi-
zation and “are not yet conscious, or are just becoming conscious, of the sig-
nificance of a common culture as a basis of group unity and group progress”
and “of the significance of a controlled educational process as a means to
this national unity and progress” (183). Some of those in this stage can have a
well-developed and complex cultural tradition and be “more highly ‘cultured’
than Western peoples,” such as the Chinese. Finally, those in the third stage
have successfully achieved the transition to the modern world through con-
scious deployment of a nationally controlled systemof education as ameans of
disseminating modernity and common culture. Japan, Latin American coun-
tries, and some European countries have achieved this stage of development,
according to Monroe.8 Hence, the explicitly racist view was directed particu-
larly toward those at the first stage, including the peoples in the Philippines
8 However, Monroe’s (1927) classification of Latin American countries as being in the third stage
of development seems to contradict how he discussed them as a region “in which the backward races are
so numerous” (159).
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TAKAYAMA
and Puerto Rico, the two new colonial acquisitions of the United States at
the time.

Indeed, the International Institute affiliates produced many writings
about these two US possessions in the 1920s. Monroe led the 1925 Philippine
Educational Survey Commission (Monroe 1925, 1927), as well as the similar
survey commission for Puerto Rico. The former was carried out by nine re-
searchers, of which five were TC academics (Carter Alexander, George S.
Counts, Harold Rugg, Lester M. Wilson, andMonroe as the director (Monroe
1925, vii). After the commission work, Counts (1925) and Monroe (1927)
published separate reports drawing on their experience of the Philippine
mission. At around the same time, Kandel (1924) edited Twenty-Five Years of
American Education as the twenty-fifth-year commemoration of Monroe’s ser-
vices to TC. The book included an introduction written by Monroe, as well as
afinal section titled “Education in theUnited States Possessions,” two chapters—
written by former TC students of Monroe—that detailed education in the
Philippine Islands (Masso 1924) and Puerto Rico (Osuna 1924).

These publications focused on the administrative and logistical chal-
lenges faced by the education systems in these US colonial possessions and
made recommendations to improve their efficiency and effectiveness. In do-
ing so, they largely accepted the logic of US exceptionalism; the US imperi-
alism is “an exercise in benevolent transformation rather than political power
and domination” (Go 2005, 11). For instance, in his discussion of a set of
problems that theUS government faced in introducing universal education in
the Philippines, Monroe (1927) argued that “previous to the American re-
gime, opportunity for education existed only for a very small favoredminority;
the masses of the people were not affected” (41). Likewise, Counts (1925),
who was part of the Philippine Education Survey Mission led by Monroe,
stated: “Until the coming of the Americans, however, the educational system
remained essentially an instrument for the perpetuation of the rule of Spain
and of the domination of the church” (97). Counts (1925) went on to argue
that the expansion of public education under US imperial rule had put in
place “the material foundations of a splendid education system” (106) with
education reaching “into the most remote villages and the most distant is-
lands” (98).

The notion of US benevolence justified a complete disregard of local
languages, cultures, and traditions in the Philippines. Counts (1925) rejected
the use of various local dialects as a means of instruction as impractical be-
cause “there are more than eighty different dialects spoken in the Islands,
and no one of these dialects is spoken by more than 20 percent of the pop-
ulation” (100).While recognizing some value in using local dialects in primary
grades (36–37), Monroe (1927) went further by arguing that “there exists in
no one of the local dialects any great amount of cultural literature” (33). In
Twenty-Five Years of American Education, a former student of TC, Masso (1924)
468 November 2018
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BEYOND COMFORTING HISTORIES
similarly maintained: “The native languages are numerous and diverse, and
there is no literature worthwhile in any of them. English, on the other hand, is
well suited for communication with the outside world and practically opens to
those who command it the entire field of literature” (450). This apparently
justifies the enormous linguistic difficulties faced by Filipino teachers and
students in the classrooms. Now that “the material foundations of a splendid
educational system have been laid” (Counts 1925, 106), what remains to be
done is the adjustment of “the educational program to the needs of the people”
(Masso 1924, 106), or what Monroe (1927) calls the “practical adaptation of
education to the needs of the Philippine people” (32).

The same disregard for the local languages, cultures and traditions was
directed toward Puerto Ricans as well. With English imposed as the language
of instruction, public education was central to the Americanization of Puerto
Ricans and pursued “without taking into consideration that Puerto Rico was
a nation that had strong cultural identity and local traditions” (Carlo 2005, 12).
To thosewho acceptedUSbenevolence, the “splendidmaterial foundation” of
the education system imposed by the United States was a given, and the existing
challenges was to be solved through “adaptation.” J. J. Osuna (1924)—a former
TC student from Puerto Rico—in his contribution to Twenty-Five Years of Amer-
ican Education, argued that great progress in terms of student enrollment had
been achieved in Puerto Rico under the US colonial rule. The importation of
the US education system, however, had created many problems, including the
problem of curricular relevance, he acknowledged. Then, he concluded that
“the important problem still to be solved is that of an intelligent adaptation of
the American school system and ideals to Porto Rican needs” (Osuna 1924,
444). Under US rule, many Puerto Rican teachers were sent over to TC to
undergo intensive training. It was intended “to Americanize as many teachers
as possible, to train them in American methods of teaching and pedagogy,
hoping they could in turn serve as models for other Puerto Rican teachers”
(del Moral 2013, 33). This was subsequent to the failed initial attempt to
import American teachers to Puerto Rico on the assumption that they were
best equipped to convert native children “from colonial subjects into ‘tropical
Yankees’” (33).

The International Institute was also involved in a broader racial project in
education at the time. According to Bu (1997, 420), TC students from “other
lands” were encouraged to “learn from the Southern [United States] expe-
rience whatmight be applicable to the situation of their homelands” (Bu 1997,
420). One of the courses that the Institute offered to international students
was Education 227-28. As part of the course, the students took field trips to
American schools to learn about school organization, curriculum, and teach-
ing methods. One of the chosen destinations was the Hampton Institute,
Virginia. “Students from countries undergoing rapid modernization” (420)
were particularly encouraged to learn from the Southern experience (see also
Comparative Education Review 469
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Goodenow and Cowen 1986, 277). In the summer of 1923, for instance, 36 stu-
dents from 14 countries traveled to Hampton (Bu 1997, 420).

Little acknowledged by Bu (1997) and other CIE historians is the fact
that the Hampton Institute was deeply embedded in post-emancipation pol-
itics of race in the South (Stratton 2016). Established in 1868 in Hampton,
Virginia, by Samuel Chapman Armstrong, the Hampton Institute trained
African American teachers in the context of the racially segregated schooling
of the South. After the formal end of the slavery system, the Southern indus-
trialists and investors were keen to maintain the same socioeconomic struc-
ture as in the slavery era, predicated on subservient black labor. They em-
braced universal education as the key to the economic success of the South in
the postbellum era, and yet their notion of universal was undercut by the
ideology of racial hierarchy. As described by Noble (1924) in Twenty-Five Years
of American Education, Armstrong “understood the limitations of the race, and
the industrial training which he offered at Hampton was designed to provide
such social and economic experience as the race on the whole needed most”
(408–9). Manual training and industrial education were “all Negros need,” de-
signed to develop their character and mind (Noble 1924). As Stratton (2016)
argues, the Hampton Institute represented Armstrong’s vision of black re-
construction, which “sought the marriage of Northern investment and cheap
Southern labor through the onus of disenfranchisement, segregation, and
economic subservience” (127).

Interestingly, the Hampton Institute was modeled after the American
education experimentation in Hawaii (Stratton 2016). Richard Armstrong,
the father of Samuel Chapman Armstrong, was a Christian missionary from
Massachusetts. Appointed as the minister of education in 1848 by the Ha-
waiian monarchy, he was instrumental in the promotion of a school curric-
ulum that focused on manual training and rudimentary literacy for the Ha-
waiian natives and children ofmigrant laborers (Chinese, Japanese, and some
Portuguese). This manual and industrial focus in the school curriculum co-
incided with a shift in the distribution of lands and economic structure in
Hawaii in the second half of the nineteenth century (Stratton 2016). The
introduction of private land ownership resulted in the possession of fertile
lands in the hands of private owners and royal families out of which the sugar
cane (later pineapple) economy emerged. The new school system, under Arm-
strong’s directives, was to serve the economic interests of this growing industry
owned primarily by haole, whites born in Hawaii. Underpinning Armstrong’s
curricular orientation was the ideology of racial hierarchy; native Hawaiians
and nonwhite immigrants were “inferior in intelligence, questionable repub-
lican citizens, and appropriately suited for training as unskilled but reliable
and docile workers” (Stratton 2016, 86).

In 1881, a graduate of the Hampton Institute, Booker T. Washington rep-
licated the Hawaiian-born Hampton model in Alabama and established the
470 November 2018
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Tuskegee Institute. Then, in the first part of the twentieth century, this model
of industrial education, by then widely known as the “Hampton-Tuskegee
model,” was actively promoted throughout Africa by the Phelps-Stoke Fund
led by Thomas Jesse Jones whose work in Africa was supported by Monroe.9

The trans-Atlantic transfer of the model was driven by diverse, competing
political interests, including African nationalist/anticolonial movements (King
1971; Steiner-Khamsi and Quist 2000). Among those involved in the policy
transfer, Charles T. Loram, a white South African educational administrator
in Natal, and Jones were particularly influential (Davis 1976; Berman 1980).
Supported by the US-based Northern philanthropies, including Carnegie
and Rockefeller, Loram and Jones represented the interest of the white colo-
nial establishment in Africa. They promoted theHampton-Tuskegeemodel on
the premise that “black South Africans were to play subordinate roles to the
ruling whites indefinitely” (Berman 1980, 194; see also Goodenow and Cowen
1986). Loram came to study at TC in 1914, developed intimate knowledge of
the model, and wrote a dissertation on its applicability for black Africans. In
1929, Loram came back to TC as a visiting professor (Davis 1976).

Reassessed against this history of the transcontinental racial project, the
International Institute’s southern tour for “students from countries under-
going rapidmodernization” assumes a very differentmeaning than implied by
many CIE historians. American education, considered as the most advanced
experiment of democracy in theworld, was too advanced for the “natives”who
were at the first stage of national development. What was considered more
suitable to their “needs” was the “adapted” education provided to the former
slaves in the South, which was modelled after “what worked” for native and
nonwhite migrant children in Hawaii. It was the “adaptation” that the Inter-
national Institute viewed as necessary in order to make the study experience
of international students, many of whomwere from the “first stage” regions of
the world, more relevant to the particular “needs” of their “backward” pop-
ulation.

The above discussion has shown that the International Institute was part
of the transcontinental flows of racist technologies of schooling supported
by Christian missionaries, white settlers, and colonial officials in Africa, and
9 See King (1971); Davis (1976); Berman (1980); Goodenow and Cowen (1986). It is relevant to note
that one of the celebrated founding figures of the field, Michael Sadler, was a strong advocate for the
transfer of the model to Africa. Sadler stated in his 1902 publication: “The work which is going forward in
the industrial and agricultural training schools for the colored race in the United States is one of great
significance. Lessons can be learned from it, which are of value for those engaged in education in parts of
the British Empire; for example, in West Africa and the West Indies, where there are large black popula-
tions” (King 1971, 48). King (1971) notes the significant influence that Sandler exercised in the promotion
of racially differentiated educational provision in British colonies in Africa (see also Goodenow and Cowen
[1986, 278] for a similar discussion). It appears that Sadler’s much acclaimed caution against policy transfer,
as in his “naïve soil” arguments, does not apply to colonial education. See Sobe(2018) for an explorationof the
underpinning colonial logic in Sadler’s native soil arguments.
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US-based northern philanthropists, including Rockefeller, the key financial
contributor to the 1923 establishment of the Institute. Central to the transi-
tional transfers of adapted education (or industrial education) was the prob-
lematic notion of “equivalency of educability” among the natives both within
and outside US boarders, which was constituted through mapping different
racial/cultural groups on the Eurocentric teleology of progress toward mo-
dernity. TC’s International Institutewas deeply involved in this process whereby
the “best practice” in governing and “uplifting” the natives spread globally.
This TC “tradition” continued even after the end of World War II, according
to Goodenow and Cowen (1986): By sending “many visitors on tours of the
Hampton Institute well into the 1950s,” TC helped relegitimize “black indus-
trial education in transfer it had lost among American educators by the De-
pression years” (278).

Kandel

Much of Kandel’s theoretical and methodological work in CIE was based
on his scholarship on European education, in particular German and British
education systems (see Kandel 1954). It was only in his discussion of colonial
education that the same imperial logic of racial difference emerged. Kandel
(1932) edited the 1931 issue of the Educational Yearbook, published by the In-
ternational Institute, on education in colonial dependencies. He explained in
the introduction to the issue that “(t)he education of backward or indigenous
people in colonial dependencies is beginning to receive attention to a degree
never manifested before” (v). His introduction was guided by a Eurocentric
conception of progress and civilization: “the civilized world is gradually extend-
ing its boundaries and the significance of educating vast millions of people
who have hitherto been isolated and content with their own customs, tradi-
tions, and occupations is being realized” (Kandel 1932, xiii). Because of the
considerable “civilizational gap,” Kandel (1932) cautioned readers about what
he called a “policy of assimilation,” an attempt to transplant modern educa-
tion systems to “the native living hitherto under primitive conditions” (xiv; see
also Kandel 1959, 275). Instead, he called for adaptation, modification of
theories, practices, and policies imported from home (colonizing) countries
to “the needs of the peoples concerned” (also reproduced inKandel 1961). In
his mind, the difference in cultural levels explained the failure of introducing
American education systems—which Kandel (1932) regarded as “the most
advanced experiment in democratic education” (xi)—into the Philippines
and Puerto Rico.

In a later publication, Kandel (1936) reiterated the need for adaptation,
explaining that modern education introduced to “the backward peoples of
the Near East and in colonial dependencies” must be adapted to their cul-
tures, folkways, and needs so that their “rich body of culture” would be “re-
shaped to meet modern conditions” (404). This call for adaptation, Kandel
472 November 2018
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(1936) argued, relates back to his mentor Michael Sadler’s dictum about the
uniquely national nature of education systems: “It [a national system of ed-
ucation] has in it some of the secret workings of national life” (405; see also
Kandel 1954, 9–10). It is well known that Sadler’s work had formed the basis
of what Epstein and Carroll (2005) calls the relativist epistemology out of
which Kandel’s discussion of “national characters” developed. Viewed “at the
heart of Kandel’s philosophy of comparative education” (Null 2007, 240),
this concept of national characters expresses Kandel’s belief in and respect
for the national uniqueness of education systems. The historians of the field
have characterized it as indicating his respect for cultural diversity and his
rejection of Eurocentricism (see also Blake 1982; Pollack 1991).

Kandel’s call for national adaptation in the colonial context, however,
seems contradictory to the relativist recognition of national idiosyncrasy of
education systems. This is because the notion of adaptation necessarily re-
quires a model or a blueprint which is to be adapted to the particular context
of colonized nations. His call for adaptation hence still recognizes something
universally valuable and worthy of transplantation. Indeed, Kandel (1932)
hints at this in the same special issue introduction. After arguing against the
practice of “transplantations of systems which have been developed under
entirely different conditions and imposed without reference to the needs of
the peoples concerned,” he makes the following point: “So long as the em-
phasis in education wasmainly on literacy and the idea prevailed that training
in the three R’s would be accompanied by moral improvement, there was
something justifiable in transplanting to alien civilizations a type of education
which was regarded as beneficial under all circumstances” (1932, x).

Then, he goes on to use the same logic of universal benefits to justify “the
transfer of English education to India, French education to French colonies,
and American education to the Philippines and Porto Rico” (Kandel 1932,
x–xi). In doing so, he clearly differentiates these colonial interventions from
what he calls “the desire to forge chains of imperialistic control” (x), sug-
gesting that the introduction of modern education to these colonial depen-
dencies was driven by the desire to transplant something universally beneficial
and hence had nothing to do with imperial control, violence, and exploita-
tion. Here Kandel’s use of the term “adaptation” serves as a bridge between
the two conflicting thoughts: his relativist epistemology, most clearly repre-
sented inhis call for national characters, on the onehand, and the Eurocentric
universalism that defines what is beneficial to all “under any circumstances”
on the other. Drawing on the notion of adaptation, Kandel located the dis-
cussion of national characters within the racialized scheme of “stages” of ma-
turity or civilization—akin to Monroe’s notion of the stages—by which the
“needs” of colonial subjects were predetermined.

Kandel’s colonial entanglement is further illuminated by Takeshi Ko-
magome’s (2008) research about an elite Taiwanese scholar, Maosheng Lin
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(1887–1947).10 Lin undertook his masters and doctoral degrees with Monroe
and Kandel at TC in the late 1920s. Upon returning from his studies to Tai-
wan, Lin was involved in education policy development under the Japanese
colonial regime (1895–1945). He initially viewed the introduction of mod-
ern education by the Japanese colonial authority as a way to introduce new
culture and modern Western civilization; this view was expressed in his dis-
sertation (Lin 1929). Having witnessed discrimination against the Taiwanese
and been influenced by the rising Taiwanese nationalism, however, he be-
came critical of the Japanese government effort to eliminate native Taiwanese
culture and language from the school curriculum.11 The Japanese colonial
administration ignored his proposal to use Taiwanese as a complementary
educational language; the local language was removed from the school cur-
riculum by the mid-1930s. In the course of this struggle, Kandel’s work on
colonial education was of little use, according to Komagome (2008, 157),
because Kandel discussed colonial education from the imperial standpoint of
benevolence. In his dissertation, Lin (1929) draws, rather creatively, on John
Dewey’s work in order to articulate his opposition against the Japanese lan-
guage assimilation policy (Komagome 2008).

Indeed, none of the literature on colonial education produced by Mon-
roe, Kandel and the International Institute provided direct support for Lin’s
argument. In his dissertation, Lin (1929) makes a brief reference to Masso’s
chapter on the Philippines in Kandel’sTwenty-Five Years of American Education.
But the reference was only to make a clear distinction between the situation
in Formosa (Taiwan) and the Philippines. Lin (1929) accepts the imperial
rhetoric of practicality that Monroe, Counts and Masso mobilized for legiti-
mizing the adoption of English as the language of instruction in the Philip-
pines; there was a need for English as “a coordinating factor to bring together
eight dialects which otherwise can only be barriers and obstructions to prog-
ress” (116–17). Then he stresses the contextual difference between the Phil-
ippines and Formosa; because the Formosan language was spoken by 95 per-
cent of the total population, there was no practical need to replace the
Formosan language with Japanese. What is revealed here is the tactical nature
of Lin’s reference to Masso’s work; he refers to the case of the Philippines
as a contrastive case, that is, simply to expose the contradiction in the logic of
Japanese colonial policy on language in Formosa that Masso, Monroe, and
Kandel might not necessarily oppose.

Though there is no way of knowing for sure whether Kandel would have
supported Lin’s position on the language policy in Formosa, the special issue
10 Bo-Seng Lim is another name by which Lin was known (Komagome 2008).
11 Lin’s discussion of “native” Formosan language and culture refers to the Chinese culture and

the Fukienese and Cantonese dialects of the Chinese language. Most crucially, it ignores the presence of
the Indigenous population in Formosa (see Komagome 2008, 149).
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on colonial education that Kandel (1932) edited 3 years after Lin’s submis-
sion of the dissertation perhaps helps us find the answer. Kandel’s special
issue included Shigetaka Abe’s (1932) article titled “Education in Formosa
and Korea.” Abe was commissioned by the Japanese colonial government to
study the state of education in Formosa and Korea. In this article, he praises
the Japanese imperial benevolence, while stressing the egalitarian nature of
Japan’s colonial education in these colonial territories. Such a view of colonial
policy was widely shared in Japan at that time, and yet even within Japan some
leading scholars were challenging the rosy picture of Japanese colonial rule
in Taiwanese education (see Sato 1994). Abe’s glowing appraisal of Japanese
administration of education in Formosa would have been what Lin (1929)
dismisses as “propaganda” (7). Notably, Kandel offers no critique of Abe’s ar-
ticle in the introduction of the 1932 special issue.

The inclusion of Abe’s article is notable, given that by then Kandel had
been part of the supervisory committee for two PhD students, respectively,
from Korea and Taiwan under the Japanese colonial rules: Lin (1929) and
Auh Chun Suk (1901–87), a Korean student who completed his PhD disser-
tation at TC in 1931 (Lee 2017).12 Both of these students, coming from the
Japanese colonial territories, expressed special appreciation for Kandel as
one of the supervisors, while at the same time raising serious questions about
the rhetoric of Japanese colonial benevolence and its claim of educational
egalitarianism (see Komagome 2008; Lee 2017). One ought to ask why Kan-
del decided to include Abe’s chapter that his own students would have con-
sidered propaganda. To what extent Kandel was involved in the selection of
Abe is unknown (Komagome 2008), and yet some scholars suggest that as
the sole editor Kandel “was responsible for selecting contributors, planning
topics and other duties customary to the office of directing a periodical pub-
lication” (Brickman 1951, 399).

But perhaps the inclusion of Abe’s work is not so puzzling after all, given
the seamless ideological continuity between Kandel’s and Abe’s discussion
of colonial education. In explaining the “slight variation” between the edu-
cation in mainland Japan and that in colonial Formosa and Korea, Abe argued
that the differentiation was necessary “because of their different languages,
customs, and manners, and the level of their culture which is much lower in
general than that of the Japanese people at home” (Abe 1932, 681). Abe’s
discussion of cultural “levels” is virtually indistinguishable from Kandel’s dis-
cussion of “civilizational gap” and the logic of adaptation. It is this under-
pinning logic of colonial difference, premised upon theEurocentric teleology
of progress, that ties together Kandel and Abe’s work on colonial education.
They both embraced the colonial “temporalisation of space,” which enabled
12 Suk later became Deputy Minister of Education during the regime of the US Military Government
(1945–48) and Minister of Education during the short-lived Second Republic (1960–61) (Lee 2017).
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them to become “time travellers whose journey allowed them to observe dif-
ferent stages of civilizational progress” (Sobe and Fischer 2009, 360). This
imperialist logic of “development” was at the heart of Monroe and Kandel’s
scholarship, and the International Institute’s Educational Yearbook, edited by
Kandel, was the central means through which the racist “science” was dissem-
inated throughout the world.

Learning from Our Imperial/Colonial Past

In one of the most celebrated textbooks of CIE, Ruth Hayhoe and Karen
Mundy (2008) refer to, albeit very briefly, what they call “a darker side to
comparative education.” In the words of these authors, the dark side is char-
acterized by “the increasing use of comparative research in the design and
reform of colonial education” (5). Disappointingly, however, the narration of
the founding histories of the field presented in this textbook remains com-
forting, hardly allowing this acknowledgment of the colonial past to recon-
stitute the conventional Eurocentric narratives. In this article, I have picked
up the task from where they left, providing a much fuller account of the “dark
side” to our field with a particular focus on the birthplace of comparative
education, TC’s imperial/colonial complicities in the first few decades of the
twentieth century.

Drawing on Said’s notion of contrapuntal reading, I have reread the
founding histories of CIE in terms of the inseparable linkages between mo-
dernity and colonialism and the ambivalent roles that the modern education
system—and by extension those who assist its global spread—played in this
troubling nexus. I have shown the extent to which the ideology of racial hi-
erarchy penetrated the early CIE scholarship of Monroe, Kandel, and TC’s
International Institute in the first few decades of the twentieth century. To
defend the founding scholars’ use of explicitly racist language (e.g., “back-
ward” and “retarded”) on the ground of political correctness of the time (see,
e.g., Bu 1997, 418) obscures the broader ideological and geopolitical func-
tions that CIE scholarship and its institution assumed at the time. TC’s In-
ternational Institute was part of the global networks of US Northern philan-
thropists, Christian missionaries, and white colonial establishment in Africa
and elsewhere through which adapted education (or industrial education)
was disseminated globally as most suitable for the colonial natives’ “educa-
bility.”Hence, it was not just the language of scholarship but the very logic of
“development” that was shaped by the US imperial ideology and its broader
geopolitical interests.

As many decolonial theorists suggest, coloniality is the underside of mo-
dernity, and one could not exist without the other (see Takayama et al. 2017).
This critical insight must inform the founding histories of the field so that we
remember not just the comforting histories of liberal humanism but the
476 November 2018
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discomforting colonial/imperial one as well. These two aspects, the light and
shadow of modernity, are closely intertwined undercurrents of the field.
The existing historiographies of the field have focused rather narrowly on the
roles that our founding scholars and institutions played in promoting de-
mocratization, world peace, and international understanding and collabora-
tion through education, while disjoining the underside of modern education
systems, colonial violence, from the historical accounts. More studies explor-
ing the modernity-coloniality nexus in the field’s histories are needed to cor-
rect the badly unbalanced accounts of our past and the partiality of our col-
lective memories.13

The values of understanding the colonial past of our field is that it in-
vites us to reflect upon how the particular historical and geopolitical context
within which we operate sets limits on what knowledge we produce and how.
Monroe and Kandel at TC managed to establish CIE as a field through the
close alignments of their work and the International Institute with the US
foreign policies and industrial philanthropists of the time. As a result, they
accepted a particular “reading of the global” (Cowen 2000) underpinned by
imperialist desires for political control, economic gains, and global hegemony.
In doing so, they were unable to maintain healthy distance from the Euro-
centric teleology of human history and progress toward modernity, which
guided US’s international development work at that time.

Herein lies an important lesson for us to learn. We ought to ask what
“reading of the global” underpins our work today, when the relationship be-
tween CIE scholarship and international development agencies are arguably
closer than ever (Steiner-Khamsi 2006). Close partnership with multilateral
development agencies has given the field political legitimacy and economic
stability. And yet we also know thatmany of these agencies continue to operate
upon the presumption of a similar Eurocentric teleology of human, social,
and educational “progress” that ignores the irreducible idiosyncrasies in con-
text. Though the racist notion of “educability” is no longer with us today, the
ahistorical and acontextual notion of “equivalency” continues to underpin
much of international education development literature on “best practice,”
which some of our partner institutions and our own colleagues assist spread-
ing around the globe (see Silova et al. 2017; Rappleye and Un 2018; Sobe
2018). Without a critical collective reflection on the active legacy of the field’s
imperial/colonial past, our field will remain mired in the same predicaments
as experienced by the founding comparativists at TC in thefirst few decades of
the twentieth century. Lest we make the same mistake, we ought to face and
learn from our own colonial past.
13 See Sobe and Fischer (2009), Sobe (2017, 2018), and Rappleye (forthcoming) for recent writings
that explore the colonial legacy of the field.
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